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Korean Hankul
and the þP'ags-pa script
Roger Finch

From the annals of the reign period of King Sejong of Korea, the fourth
king of the Yi Dynasty, who ruled from 1418 to 1450, we learn that in
the l2th month of the 25th year of his reign (1443), the king invented the
Korean alphabet. This alphabet, now known as Hankul, was called
Hunmin Ceng'im,'Right Sounds for Instructing the People'l at the time it
was introduced, and later simply En-mun'Vernacular Script'. According
to popular tradition, the shapes of the letters, most of which are
rectilinear or angular, were inspired by the shapes in the fretwork on
Korean windows. This writing system is a true alphabet, and not a
syllabary, though signs for discrete sounds are organized into single
blocks of signs, each representing a syllable in the way that Chinese
characters are complexes made up of various strokes organized into single
blocks, each of which represent.s a syllable; a syllabary is a writing system
in which each combination of consonants with a syllabic core is represented by a unique sign as, for example, the Japanese Kana (Hiragana
and Katakana).
Almost a century earlier, in 1260, in the year of his election to the
position of Great Khan of the Mongols and Emperor of China,2 Khubilai
Khan appointed National Preceptor a Tibetan monk named hP'ags-pa he
had met seven years earlier, when hP'ags-pa was only nineteen, and
commissioned him to create a new Mongolian script. Eight years later, in
1268, hP'ags-pa lama presented his creation to Khubilai Khan and the
following year Khubilai issued an edict promulgating the script for use
throughout his empire. According to the Jirüken-ü Tolta (<<Core of the
Heart>>), the Mongolian translation of Chos-kyi hOd-zer's Sñiti-thsd/,3 the
shapes of the letters of the Mongolian alphabet were inspired by the
notches on a tanning stick that Saskya pa4dita, the inventor of the
alphabet, saw an old woman carrying (in a vision) while he was
meditating one night,a but the alphabet refened to here is not the þP'agspa alphabet, for the order of the letters given as they are invented is the
order of the letters in the Mongolian Uighur alphabet, and Saskya pa¡ldita
had already passed away in 1251, at the age of seventy, seventeen years
before Khubilai Khan commissioned the new writing system.
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The creation of the two alphabets
There is no question about what the model was for the new writing system
that þP'ags-pa invented, for it closely approximates Tibetan script except
that it incorporates a few additions. Tibetan script was modeled upon
Gupta script.5 Gelb considers all Indic scripts to be syllabaries, just as he

considers Semitic scripts to be syllabaries,6 but even though in these
scripts the vowels are in graphic weight subordinate to the consonants,
placed over or under the consonant signs, they are nevertheless alphabets.
Gelb places too much importance on the fact that in the lndic scripts each
consonant, unless accompanied by a vowel sign, is to be read with an
inherent a sound (in Semitic this is certainly not the case). But this does
not make the Indic script systems syllabaries; it is a matter of economy:
the vowel a is realized as zero, except at the head of a word, where each
basic vowel has its own basic letter. The Tibetan script subjoins the vowel
signs to a vowel carrier to write vowels in initial position, but in the
þP'ags-pa alphabet each initial vowel has its own sign, as though a revival
of the system used in Indic scripts, and the þP'ags-pa script approaches
even more closely the Vy'estern idea of an alphabet by placing the vowel
signs on line with the consonant signs (vertically rather than horizontally),
following the example of the Uighur script.
Not long after the Korean alphabet was invented, certain commentators began to express the view that King Sejong was not himself
responsible for the creation of the alphabet,T possibly with the example of
Khubilai Khan in mind thinking that a king simply did not do that kind of
thing, but commissioned a panel of his ministers to do the job. This view
is current among present-day Korean scholars. The Sejong-sillok states,
however, that King Sejong <personally created the twenty-eight letters of
the Korean alphabet.>8 It was Seng Hyen (1439-1504) who first stated in
his commenrary Yongcay chonghwae that King Sejong established a
bureau called the Vernacular Script Headquarters and gave orders to Sin
Sukchu, a bright young man of twenty-six, the Royal Secretary Seng
Sammun and others (including Minister Cheng Inji)to to create the
Vernacular Script. But King Sejong was well-versed in Chinese
phonological theory and compiled,ll or had compiled by a newlyestablished Office for Publication in Hankul,l2 a work entitled Tongkuk
ceng'un (<Dictionary of Proper Korean Pronunciations>), which dealt
with the transcription of Chinese characters into the Korean alphabet, and
so it may be assumed that he was fully capable of devising a writing
system on his own,
Unfortunately there is nothing in the Yüan annals or commentaries of
the period to indicate whether or not Khubilai Khan had some idea in
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mind of the kind of writing system he wanted when he entrusted hP'agspa lama with the project. During the time that þP'ags-pa lama was at work
on his commission, Khubilai Khan may have had little opportunity to
monitor the progress of the commission, for þP'ags-pa left for Tibet in
1265 and only returned to Khubilai's court after a three-year absence;l3 if
he had finished the project before he left, Khubilai would have issued an
edict then introducing the new writing system, so most probably þP'agspa lama completed the project while he was away in Tibet. And Khubilai
would not have anticipated that the script would necessarily be an
adaptation of Tibetan script, for it is unlikely that Khubilai chose þP'agspa lama because he knew beforehand that he wanted a writing system that
would be like Tibetan, and it is less likely that he chose him because of his
personal accomplishments than because he was the nephew of Sa-skya
pa4dita, the inventor of the earlier writing system.
The objective of King Sejong in creating a new alphabet and that of
Khubilai Khan in having a new alphabet created were also different. At
the time of the great influx of Chinese loanwords into Korean, around
600 A.D.,l4 the Korean pronunciation of Chinese would have
approximated the original only insofar as the simpler sound system of
Korean permitted, and both languages had changed since then. King
Sejong was concerned primarily with the restitution of the correct
pronunciation of Chinese characters and this would be possible only with
a writing system based on phonetic principles. To a certain extent the old
pronunciations could be restored by comparing the pronunciations
preserved by tradition up to the l5th century with the original
pronunciations of Chinese from the beginning of the 7th century as
represented in the rhyme tables and the fan-ch'ieh (<<cut-and-splice>)
spellings of the Ch'ieh-yün, published in 601 A.D. and, though lost,
incorporated into the Kuang-yün of 1007 A.D.; if the traditional
pronunciations of Chinese characte¡s in Korean were that conservative,
their values should have matched fairly closely those which may be
inferred from the Ch'ieh-yün, but if the Chinese of King Sejong's time
was to serve as authority, and King Sejong's observation that <The sounds
of our country's language are different from those of the Middle
Kingdom and are not confluent with the sounds of characters>Is suggests
that it did, a number of readjustments would have been necessary. In that
case Sino-Korean values for Chinese words are not so reliable in
reconstructing Old Chinese as is generally thought. But King Sejong was
not only concerned with rendering Chinese loanwords accurately, he was
also interested in providing an effective but simple script for writing the
vernacular as evidenced by several translation projects and works in the
vernacular on farming methods and Confucian ethics, as well as
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collections of new songs and of folk songs and ballads from various
districts of Korea.l6
In a decree issued by Khubilai Khan in 1269 ordering the use of the
þP'ags-pa script throughout his empire, reference is made to the Liao
Dynasty and the Chin Dynasty and to countries far off, each of which had
its own script.lT By the script of the Liao Dynasty of course is meant the
script of the Khitans, founders of the dynasty, or Khitan script, of which
there are two forms, and the script of the Chin Dynasty is the script of the
Jurchens, founders of that dynasty, or Jurchen script. These were both
dynasties founded by invaders from the north and it is obvious from this
analogy that Khubilai Khan was thinking now, with the establishment of
the Yüan Dynasty by the Mongols, of their own dynastic script.
It was to be an official script. Because of its square decorative form it
was apparently designed to be used primarily for inscription in stone, a
medium in which it has an impressive effect, and in seals and edicts and
the like. It was also emphasized that it was to be used by all of the people
of the empire, <The People of Five Colors,>|8 a means of creating
political unity. A dictionary of Chinese with phonetic transcriptions, the
Meng-ku Tzu-yün, compiled by Chu Tsung-wen in 1308, was meant as a
reference work for scribes who were to tvrite Chinese in þP'ags-pa script.
Despite repeated edicts directing that the þP'ags-pa script was to be used
for Chinese rather than Chinese characters, which indicates that this was
not being done as expected, this does not mean that the þP'ags-pa script
was intended for everyday use. For one thing, the lack of an overt marker
for the vowel a and of a sufficient number of other signs to render the
rich vocalic system of Chinese makes spelling and reading diffrcult and,
for another, writing the square script is slow and laborious; writing
Chinese characters, despite the complexity of some, is faster and easier.
Also there is no evidence that the þP'ags-pa script was meant to
replace Uighur script for general purposes. True, the Uighur script has
certain ambiguities,le but that poses no particular problem for anyone
familiar with the language. The script has continued in use down to the
present day; that proves its serviceability. These ambiguities might have
been resolved by placing an alif (') in front of the waw (w) to
distinguish mid round vowels from high round vowels, and a single dot
might have been used, as in the Manchu version of Uighur script, to
distinguish t from d, j fuom y, and /c from g, but that was all that
was needed. The hP'ags-pa script offers no advantages over the Uighur
script for other sounds and it certainly offers no greater ease in writing.
It would have made little sense to give up a writing system with letters
which are <.simpler and easier and do not have as many mysteries as those
of China>2o for one which, though its letters possess a kind of A¡t Deco
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elegance, requires effort to fashion and degenerates when compressed into

fretwork.
From early in the l3th century, Korea had been nominally subject to
the Mongols, beginning with a campaign against Korea by Chinggis Khan
in 1218, upon which the Korean king, Kojong, declared himself a vassal
of the Khan. In 1231 the murder of a Mongol envoy to Korea prompted
an invasion of the country under the leadership of Ögedei. The Mongols
captured forty of the principal towns and appointed their own prefects in
seventy-two districts to replace the Korean administrators of local
government. Ögedei's campaign ended when Kojong eluded his forces and
fled to Kanghwa island, off the east coast of the peninsula.2l The
occupying Mongol forces found it difñcult to flush the peasants out of the
mountains where they had taken refuge and so resorted to the tactic of
setting fire to the fields when the grain was ripe. Food supplies ran short
and the peasants suffered.22 Exasperated by Mongol rule, the peasants rose
and murdered all of the Mongol prefects. This provoked even more
severe retaliatory measures and a large Mongol army overran the country
again and imposed heavy taxes on the people.23
In 1253 or 1254, Möngke Khan sent an expedition against the Korean

court, who were still holed up on Kanghwa Island, under Jalayirtai
Qorði.24 Jalayirtai wisely decided not to attempt the crossing to Kanghwa
Island, but concentrated on overwhelming the king's forces on the
mainland2s and during the warfare devastated the countryside they passed
through, reducing it to ashes and leaving the land strewn with corpses.
They took back with them more than 200,000 captives,26 including a
certain number of artisans.zT This campaign had no direct result in

ousting the Korean ruling class, led by the powerful Ch'oe clan, but
resentment against the hardships that the people had suffered by this
oppressive regime led in 1258 to a military coup and the last of the Ch'oe
dictators was assassinated. Power then reverted to the royal family and
they decided to make peace with the Mongols. The next year Crown
Prince Chen (later King \i/enjong) went to Khubilai's court to convey his
country's wishes for peace2s and offered himself as hostage.
The same year King Kojong died. Khubilai decided upon the recommendation of his advisers to support Prince Chen as the next king of
Korea and sent him back to his country with an armed escort.2e But the
new king, Wenjong, found his countrymen armed and ready to resist once
again the Mongols; they were not prepared to accept Wenjong as their
king unless he renounced all treaties making Korea subject to the Yüan
empire. The Mongol chiefs who had escorted Wenjong were still at the
frontier and informed Khubilai Khan of the revolt, Khubilai decided on a
policy of reconciliation and sent back to Korea all the captives taken in the
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last campaign as well as all of the families who had emigrated from Korea

during the period of strife. This tactic mollified the rebels, who now
agreed to accept rWenjong as their king.3o Mongol back-up to the Korean
throne now assured stability for, in spite of some opposition of the
military to peace with the Mongols, the situation eventually became stable
and relations between Khubilai Khan and King Wenjong were amiable. To
make the bond between the two countries even stronger, King Wenjong
asked permission for his son, later King Ch'ungnyel, to marry a princess
of the Yüan court, and Khubilai sent his own daughter.3l After that
alliances between the two royal families were frequent and altogether
during the Yüan Dynasty seven Mongol princesses married sons of
Korean kings this way. There was thus a special relationship between the
Mongol rulers of China and the rulers of Korea.
It might be supposed that, because of the level of refinement of
Korean culture, Mongolian culture would have no influence upon it.32 On
the other hand, it would be odd if, after 150 years of Mongol presence in
Korea, this contact would leave no trace. As a matter of fact, it did' And
in a very immediate way, for there are a number of Mongolian loanwords
in early Middle Korean which began to enter the language in the 13th
century, Middle Mongolian words having to do with administration, such

(- biöigeëi) 'clerk, scribe', daruTaëin (- daruyø') 'chief,
commander', qoniëi 'shepherd', libaytëi 'falconer, keeper of the
as biöiyeði

falcons',

and

lamöi'guide, scout', which are found in the Annals of

Korye in transcription in Chinese characters. Ki-Moon Lee lists about two
dozen Mongolian loanwords in Middle Korean, pertaining in particular to
horses, falconry, and the military,33 most of which have survived into
Modern Korean. A specific study should turn up a number more.
Khubilai Khan's edicts enforcing the use of the þP'ags-pa script
throughout the Yüan Empire would have applied to the Korean nation as
well. As people who used Chinese characters to write their language, any
treatises explaining transcription of Chinese characters would have been
directed to the Koreans as well as the Chinese, and thus it is that the
Mengku Tzu-yün and the Meng-ku Yün-lüehia came to be known in
Korea.

The structure of the Korean alphabet
for 19 consonants and 6 vowels; of the
the corresponding <<simple>> sounds
for
the
signs
are
5
consonant signs,
doubled and vowel signs may be combined to write 4 diphthongs (¿y,
ey,oy, and ay). In addition a stroke may be added to the vowel signs
a, et o, and ¡,¿ to write the glide y- before these vowels, and the vowel
Present-day Korean possesses signs
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signs o and ø are used to write the glide w- before certain other vowels
(o before a and a before e and d).
The consonants may be divided into five series: labial, dental, palatal,
velar, and laryngeal. The plosives, which belong to the first four of these

series, may be divided into three orders: plain voiceless, apirated
voiceless, and <emphatic> voiceless or fortis;35 and there are homorganic
nasals in the labial, dental, and velar series. There is a dental fricative s
and a double form of it, ss (the phonemic status of which is open to
question), a laryngeal fricative å, and a dental resonant transliterated as
/ but pronounced variously as 1,r, orn, depending upon dialect and
position within the word.36
The phonetic inventory of Late Middle Korean, the language spoken
during the l5th century, at the time of King Sejong, was unlike this in
several significant respects. It had 17 consonants rather than 19 (not
counting the <double>) consonants ss and hh included in the inventory
given by Ki-Moon Lee,37 but the language of this period differed from
that of the modern period by eight consonants.
Late Middle Korean had a voiceless dental affricate fs, transcribed as
c, which later was palatalized and merged with c; a voiced bilabial
fricative (possibly a labiodental v); a voiced dental fricative e; and a
voiced laryngeal h. The <<emphatic>> consonants had their origin in the
assimilation of a prefixed p- to a following t-, t'-, f.r- or J- or a
prefixed p+.r- to a following k- or t-, for example: ptêy 'dirt' >
ttayi pt T- 'be split' > fri- 'cut, cut up'; ptsak 'pair' > ccak 'one of a
pair' psêl 'uncooked rice' > ssal; pskíy 'mealtime, time' > kki; pstay
'time' > ttay; later the cluster p+r- was simplified to s- before /<- in
the process of evolving into an emphatic consonant: psftil 'chisel' > skil
> kkil; pskul'honey' > skul> kkul.
The vowel inventory of Late Middle Korean included a seventh
vowel, transcribed á, which was described in several sources as having a
sound <midway between a and o>>.In the dialect of Cheju Island there is
a low back rounded vowel [c] which corresponds to the letter in question
in the written language of the Middle Korean period.3s
In the 28th year of King Sejong's reign (1446), a work was published
entitled Hunmin Cheng'im (uThe Correct Sounds for Teaching the People
to Pronounce Chinese Characters>). In this work King Sejong's new
national alphabet was introduced with explanations on usage and
illustrative examples. There were signs f.or 17 consonants presented in this
work. In the following year another work, Tongkuk Cheng'rn (<<Correct
Readings of the Eastern Country>) appeared, in which signs for 23
consonants were presented.3g Since there were only l7 distinct sounds in
Late Middle Korean, the <double> sounds and consonant clusters capable
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of being written with combinations of letters (and by this time the plosives
with prefixes had started to evolve into <explosive> consonants, so that
there were variant spellings sp- - PP', st' - tt-, sk'- kk-, so 23
consonant signs were not actually needed to write Korean. But the
primary intention of both works was to show how Chinese characters
could be rendered phonetically in the new writing system.
These works reflect King Sejong's interest in Chinese phonological
theory, for the values of the Korean letters were described in traditional
Chinese phonological terms: back-tooth sounds for 'velars', tongue
sounds for 'alveolar plosives' and 'prepalatal plosives', front'tooth
sounds for 'apico-dentals' and 'retroflex' consonants (alveolar and palatal
fricatives and affricates), throat sounds for 'gutturals' (laryngeals and
vowels), half tongue sound for 'lateral' and half tooth sound for 'dorsonasal fricatives'.4o The23letters correspond to the 23 tzu-mu (initials)
that are used in rhyme tables to indicate the sounds that the characters
entered in the tables begin with.al

The þP'ags-pa script and the Korean alphabet
After the compilation of the Meng-ku Tzu-yün in 1308, by Chu Tsungwen, a native of Hsin-an in Chekiang province, there was published a
study of the Meng-ku Tzu-yün called the Meng-ku yün-lüeh (äÉ
ÈËüñ ). According to the preface to the Meng-ku Tzu-yün, Chu Tsungwen based his work on an earlier rhyme dictionary, the Ku-chin Yün-hui
(Ëâffi€). The printed form of the Meng-ku Tzu-yün itself has long
been lost, the only source being a manuscript copy in the British Museum;
the Ku-chin Yün-hui has also been lost, but it exists in an abbreviated

form in a work entitled Ku-chin Yün-hui Chü-yao (ÉâÈå€#F); and
the Meng-ku Yün-Iüeh has been lost but there is an adaptation in Korean
called Saseng T'ongko.4z Considering his interest in Chinese phonology,
it is not unlikely that King Sejong was familiar with this work; and with
the idea in mind of devising a system of recording sounds accurately
enough to communicate the correct pronunciation of the Chinese
characters in use in Korea at the time, he would have been particularly
interested in prior efforts to do the same thing. In fact, it would not be
unreasonable to suppose that King Sejong got the idea for such a writing
system from examples of the þP'ags-pa script.
But the Korean alphabet is much simpler in its structure than the
þP'ags-pa script. There have been several attempts to show that the
Korean alphabet was either derived from or at least inspired by the
þP'ags-pa script,43 but these essays have made little impression on the
scholarly world.aa The most recent attempt, by E. R. Hope, to establish
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this connectionas has not been generally received either, probably because,
as Gari Ledyard remarks in a recent article,46 <His arguments suffered

much from being pushed too far and were gravely weakened by his
inability to handle an already large Korean literature on the alphabet's
origin.> Nevertheless, it is not hard to see the resemblances between the
Korean letters and the corresponding þP'ags-pa letters in certain of the
comparisons he makes, and regardless of the volume of work published
with opposing opinions, we may judge the validity of his conclusions
simply on the basis of how extensive and systematic these resemblances
prove to be.
The reason the hP'ags-pa script never gained cu¡rency in Khubilai's
realm has been attributed to the resistance of the Chinese people to
cultural intrusion and the short duration of the Mongol reign, but even a
cursory examination of þP'ags-pa script shows that though it was
undoubtedly decorative, especially on seals and engraved on stone, the
more decorative and the more <<quadrate>> it was in form, the more
difficult it was to read. And it is certainly difficult to write. In the Mengku Tzu-yün it is sometimes hard to distinguish one letter from a similar
one due to even a slight degree of imprecision in writing and it must have
required an effort to write these letters carefully. [t was not a writing
system for the people.
The Korean alphabet, on the other hand, is easy to read and easy to
write. No one letter requires more than four strokes. The script is very
simple and even though the letters are predominantly angular in form
each is distinctive enough to maintain its identity. If the þP'ags-pa script
had ever in fact been intended for general use rather than being restricted
to seals, coins, and edicts, the first thing to do would have been to simplify
it. It is no less a tribute to King Sejong to suppose he derived his alphabet
from the hP'ags-pa script than to say it was a totally new creation, for his
genius would have been in recognizing the need to simplify the script and
to bring greater order into the system so that the letters might be quickly
learned and quickly written.
The fact is that the þP'ags-pa script is phonetic and the Meng-ku Tzuyün and such commentaries as the Shu-shih Hui-yao demonstrate in a
concrete way that such an alphabet could be used effectively to write
Chinese. This is precisely what King Sejong was hoping to do for the
Korean language with its large corpus of Chinese loanwords. Other
scripts such as Uighur and Tibetan had been used before sporadically to
write Chinese but there was no key to reading them and so they remained
to some extent ambiguous. But in the Meng-ku Tzu-yün Chinese
characters were listed systematically with what were in effect phonetic
transcriptions.
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Another important point is that the þP'ags-pa script pos.sessed a
certain coherence between form and sound which it inherited from Indic
script systems in general through Tibetan. Although the þP'ags-pa script
is unnecessarily intricate, there is generally some geometric shape that is
common to all members of a series-velar, dental, labial, palatal,
affricate/fricative, and laryngeal-and in some cases in the hP'ags-pa
script (as in Tibetan but not in Nagari), a letter is written in mirror image
for a sound that differs slightly (that is, by one distinctive feature) from
another sound.
Beginning with the letter /c (as it is written in the Mengku Tzu-yün,
not in the Fa-shu K'ao andthe Shu-shih Hui-yao), what is common to
the plosives of the velar group is a right angle with the apex in the upper
right for the letters ft and g, in the upper left for the letter /cft, and this
is essentially the form the letter k has in Korean. The Korean letter for
the velar nasal r¿ is a circle with a small stroke at top; this bears no
resemblance to the corresponding letter in þP'ags-pa script, but it does
resemble the anusvãra used for Sanskrit, a small dot placed above a letter
to represent a generalized nasal at the end of a syllable, and in Tibetan a
small circle used in the same way in transcribing Sanskrit words, possibly
meant to be included also in the þP'ags-pa inventory.
In the dental series, the Korean letter I is so similar to the þP'ags-pa
letter f that it might be the same sign, except that the upright stroke on
the left in the Korean letter goes straight up; the þP'ags-pa letter for the
aspirated voiceless plosive rft is rather like a double form of this, with
one subjoined part directly under the other and closed on the righthand
side, and the corresponding Korean letter is constructed on the same
principle of doubling one part over another by adding a stroke above the
letter f, a device used for the other aspirated consonants kh and ch and
for l¡. The Korean letter for the nasal in this series, n, appears to be the
letter t without the stroke at top.
Next in order in the Meng-ku Tzu-yün is the palatal series but the
letters for the plosives are the same as those given for the prepalatal
affricates, which are placed after the dental affricates and fricatives.
Korean has no nasal in this series so there was no group of four letters to
place in this position.
The letters for the labial stops are all basically squares; the Tibetan å
is almost completely square, and in the Koreân alphabet the labial nasal rz
is a perfect square. The Korean letter for p is apparently derived from
this square with the two sides projecting at the top, but the aspirated stop,
på, differs in derivation from the other aspirated stops in not having an
added stroke at top but it does maintain a square form in the center. Of
the three letters that are given in the preface to the Meng-ku Tzu-yün fot
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labio-dental fricatives, it is the letter for / and the letter for v which are
the same, and in the body of the work only two sounds are distinguished.
The sounds that evolved from the plain voiceless stop p- and the aspirated
voiceless stop p'- would have been the same sound f-, and so it is the
frrst two letters which should be the same. In the Korean alphabet a small
circle is placed beneath the p, the double p (pp) and the rn to transcribe
Chinese f-, v- and w- (< m- in the same environments that produced /-

and u-), but there is no letter for what would have been the corresponding aspirate sound.

The Korean plain dental affricate (> plain palatal stop) is like the
þP'ags-pa aspirated palatal in having a horizontal line at the top with two
parts projecting from the middle of this line below it; in the þP'ags-pa
script these projecting parts are two small squares but in the Korean
alphabet the bottom part is an inverted <V>. The letter s in the Korean
alphabet is like the lefrhand part of the [P'ags-pa s without the
horizontal upper stroke and the diagonal stroke at the bottom; with the
horizontal upper stroke this is the same as the letter c. This appears to be
a convergence of models, for the affricates/palatals were conflated with
the sibilants in the same series and the general principle behind the
Korean alphabet is for letters in the same series to have some characteristics in common. In order to distinguish between the dental affricate
series and the palatal/retroflex series in transcribing Chinese, the dental
affricate could be modiñed so that the left leg of the inverted <<V>> was
longer than the right leg for the dental affricate series and the right leg of
the <V>> was longer than the left leg for the palatal retroflex stop series.
The letter for the voiceless sibilant r was similarly modified and it was
doubled to transcribe its voiced counterpart.
In the laryngeal series, it is the letter for the sound classed amongst
the sonorants (the nasals, w-, 1-, and r-) which serves as the basis for
the series; it is the same as the letter ¿ without the little upright stroke at
the top. It is equated with the yü-mu initial ([Êù), which Karlgren
identifies as <<smooth vocalic ingress>> (transcribed as ') from an earlier
post-velar or uvular fricative *4/47 ànd words listed in the Ch'ieh-yün
and other rhyme tables under this initial have zero (Ø-) initial in the
modern Chinese dialects. Contemporary Chinese phonologists call this
initial ñÈ yüan-ydn <initial sound>>.48 The equivalent letter in the
Meng-ku Tlu-yün is derived from the Tibetan initial vowel-carrier, and
used in Mongolian written in þP'ags-pa script for intial ø-. The hP'ags-pa
letter and the corresponding letter in Hankul obviously represents zero
initial.
The plain voiceless stop of the laryngeal series in the Korean alphabet
is the symbol for this sonorant with a horizontal stroke above it. The
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order of letters in this series in the Meng-ku Tzu-yün is different, for the
corresponding letter in the þP'ags-pa script is third in line, not first, but
the one letter may be identified with the other because they are both
equated with the initial ying-mu (ff). Karlgren points out that since this
initial results in words with level tone in modern Mandarin, just as the
plain voiceless initials p-, t-, and &- did, and since this initial was
included in the laryngeal series, it must have been identical to the
Knacklaut (or glottal stop) of German.4e [n certain modern Chinese
dialects it is realized as a prenasalized voiced velar (or uvular) stop
[ng-] (from earlier [g-]), in others as a voiced velar fricative [y-] (from
earlier [g-]), or as a velar nasal [¡-] (from earlier [ng-] < [g-]) or dental
nasal [n-] (from earlier [n] < [ng-] < [g-]), except before a high front
vowel [i], a high back vowel [u], their coresponding palatal and labial
glides [y] and lwl, or a low front vowel [a] which resulted in ya- in
Mandarin. The original sound, a glottal stop, apparently advanced
gradually in point of articulation from the glottal position to the uvular
and then velar position.
The letter for the corresponding aspirated sound in the Korean
alphabet is made by adding an upright point to the preceding letter and the
letter for the corresponding <<emphatic>> sound is this last letter doubled.
But here it may be inferred from the corresponding Chinese initials,
hsiao-mu (H) and hsia-mu (@ ) respectively, that the former of these
is in fact a voiceless fricative, not an aspirated voiceless stop, and the
latter is a voiced fricative, not an <emphatic> stop. Karlgren assigns the
voiceless initial the value of [x-] and the voiced initial the value of [y-],
both <gutturals>>, on the strength of the Japanese Go-on renderings, &and g- respectively,sO but the letter in hP'ags-pa script used to write
words in Chinese with the initial hsiao-mu is the same letter used to write
Mongolian words with initial ft-. It is combined with a following glide
-w- to render the labial fricative [fl; words with this initial were
transcribed as /¡- in Annamese and with this same letter in Korean that is
in present-day Korean pronounced [h-1, and this initial is [h-] in some
modern Chinese dialects as well as [x-] in others. Old Japanese had no
initial å-,51 so the velar stops /c and g would have been the only sounds
available in the inventory of Old Japanese to render sounds of Chinese in
the general <<guttural> area, whether velar, uvular, or laryngeal, plosive
or fricative. It is just as likely that these two initials in Chinese were
laryngeal fricatives, voiceless [h-] and voiced [ñ-].
The last two letters, both sonorants, are transcribed as I (or / - r)
and ¿. The Korean letter / is the same as the þP'ags-pa letter I
simplified, without the longer vertical strokes on either side. The Korean
letter transcribed z is an equilateral triangle. There are no such triangles
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amongst the þP'ags-pa letters except for the pendant part of the letter w,
but it is quite unlikely there is any connection; the corresponding hP'agspa letter used to transcribe the Chinese zih-mu (or rih-mu) initial ( El ),

in Middle Chinese tlÉ- (according to Karlgren) or possibly a fricative
resonant [f] (as in Czech), does, however, have a loop in the center which
may have been reshaped into a triangle to distinguish it from the circular
letter used to write zero initial. The value of this letter would not have
been [z], however, since such a letter should have been grouped with the
affricate/fricative series. Ramstedt proposes a palatal nasal value [ñ], for
this letter was used to write native Korean words which in cognate words
in other Altaic languages had a nasal sound in the same position, words

kañi 'dog' (> kay), corresponding to *kan- in OT qancuq
'bitch' or eñi'mother animal; mother' (> e'i), corresponding to Ev.
eñe 'mother'. This would confirm the nasal quality of the proposed
sound for Chinese zih-mu initial, but if the sound of the letter in Korean
such as

was actually [ñ], it should have been grouped with the palatal sounds,
As for the vowels, there are fewer resemblances between the Korean
vowel signs and those of the þP'ags-pa script than there are between the
consonant letters; but the Korean vowel signs are very simple. There is no
overt marker for the sound [a] in hP'ags-pa script so there is no model to

follow here. But the Korean letter a, a horizontal stroke with a shorter
perpendicular stroke written down from the middle of it is very much
like the þP'ags-pa letter for initial o- without the two diagonal strokes.
Also, the þP'ags-pa letter for the closed ¿ sound transcribed i might
have in its medial form, a horizontal or slightly sloping stroke with a
small point in the middle under it, have served as model for the Korean
letter for ¿; in the Saseng T'ongko the þP'ags-pa letters ¿ and i are
both transcribed by the Korean vowel sign for ye, and it might have been
the use of the small subscript point on the hP'ags-pa letter which
suggested the use of an added point to create letters for yodized vowels in

Korean script.
The recent trend amongst scholars has been to attribute the shapes of
the Korean letters to the shape of the speech organs at the point of
articulation where the sounds represented by certain letters are produced
or the confrguration of speech organs when producing other sounds.52
This theory has been motivated by comnentaries on the Korean letters in
the Hunmin cheng'irn haerye, compiled by Cheng Inji, Sin Sukchu and
others in 1446. They say that the letter /c represents <the outline of the
root of the tongue blocking the throat>; the letter n <depicts the outline
of the tongue touching the upper palate>; the letter m <<depicts the outline
of the mouth>; the letter s <<depicts the outline of the incisor>>; and the
letter å <depicts the outline of the throat.>>s3
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This analysis is ingenious but there are several considerations that
make it difficult to accept without question these phonetic principles as the
original ground-plan for designing the Korean alphabet.
Certain articulatory gestures such as those involving the lips, teeth,
alveolar ridge, and the front of the blade of the tongue are clearly
perceptible, either by observing another speaker or by sensing the
position of the tongue in the mouth or the flow of the air in the vocal tract
(and this is reflected by the traditional terms for points of articulation),
and of course modern phoneticians have been able to determine precisely
the position of the tongue for various sounds through X-rays and the
structure of the vocal organs through dissection, but without these
techniques it would be difûcult to know what contour the tongue has
when producing a velar sound or the shape of the vocal tract in crosssection.

Even more signifrcant, the actual shapes of most letters do not ût the
phonetic facts. The position of the lips closed when producing a labial
sound might be represented as a straight horizontal line but the outline of
the lips in this position can hardly be called <<square>; in producing a
retroflex sound, like those in many Indian languages or in Chinese, or in
pronouncing English initial [r-], the tip of the tongue is curled up toward
the middle of the palate but in producing a dental n sound the tip of the
tongue touches flat just behind the teeth and a letter based on this
configuration would more likely have a short upright stroke on the left
with a long diagonal stroke slanting down toward the right; velar sounds
are produced with the back of the tongue raised and touching the velum
and the front of the tongue sloping down toward the front so a letter
based on this configuration should have a short upright stroke on the right
with a long diagonal stroke slanting down toward the left, the mirror
image of the preceding.
In traditional Chinese phonology, the dental sounds (which include the
affricates ts and dz and the sibilants s and z) are called <<front tooth>>
sounds but the point of articulation is with respect to the upper teeth, just
as in western phonological theory the term <<dental>> (as well as in the
compound <labiodental>) refers to the upper teeth, and the word used,
ch'ih (ffi), in fact means specifically <<upper incisors>>; if the letter s is
meant to represent the cross section of an incisor, then the shape should be
an upright <<V>>, not an inverted <<V>>. There is some inconsistency here,
too, because the description of the sound represented by s as a <<front
tooth> sound is from Chinese phonological theory but the sound
represented by k is described in terms of the <root of the tongue>> rather
than as it would be described in Chinese terminologY, as ya (t ), a <<back
tooth>> or <<molaÞ> sound.
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Of the two remaining consonants, the sonorants transcribed I and z,
the / is another <lingual> sound and therefore presumably based upon the
letter n (which may be seen in the bottom two strokes of the letter l)
but, if so, its form is unnecessarily complex and, given the very simplicity
of the letter n, the fact that it forms part of the letter I may be purely
fortuitious. As for the letter transcribed z, if the sound it represents is
actually ñ,7, or some r sound (all of which are possible), then it is not
the voiced counterpart of s (the voiced counterpart of s, according to its
position in the order of the consonants, its decription in traditional
Chinese phonological terms as <<wholly muddy>>, and its use to write the
tzu-mu z-, should be ss) and there is no reason why the letter should be
based on that of the letter s.

Finally, though the forms of the Korean letters for the consonants
were said to represent configurations of the articulatory organs, the letters
for the vowel signs are said to be based on three basic vowels <described
in cosmological terms as representing the classical Confucian 'three
powers', that is, Heaven, Earth, and Man.> If King Sejong invented the
letters for the consonants by analyzing how their sounds were produced, it
would have been natural to do the same for the vowels. And, in explaining
why the letter for the zero initial (transcribed å) resembles the letter for
the velar nasal ¡ in form, the editors of the Haerye say,
<The throat is assigned to Waûer, while the molars are assigned to Wood>. Although
¿ (o) stands with the molars, it resembles å (o), It is analogous to the buds and
shoots of a tree that, produced in water, are soft and pliant and still have much of the

material force of water. <With fr, the tree becomes solid substance: with È&, the
tree flourishes and grows; and with kh, the tree ages and matures. Therefore in
these cases we have taken all the depictions from the

molars.rs

But the sound of g is not a throat sound, as å is, so there is no reason
why the letter should be shaped like a cross-section of the throat. The
arcane terms, drawn from the Chinese theory of the five elements, which
are used to show the connection between the letter g and the throat
sounds, only obfuscate the question, and though the sound g is in the same
series as the velar stops, the shape of the letter for g has nothing in
common with the shape of the letters k,kh, and /<&, so mention of these
velar stops is irrelevant. The whole passage makes no sense. And this
raises doubts also about the accuracy of the compilers of the Haerye in
the discussion of the invention of the Korean alphabet.
Ledyard admits that <few would doubt that the speech-organ theory
behind the invention of the Korean alphabeb is ex post faclo, <<even
though highly interesting>, and recognizes that <<certain key Korean
letters were influenced by þP'ags-pa forms.>> He also accepts <<the
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Haerye's testimony as both convincing and authoritative...

<(an un-

movable rock of fact that is not only strongly documented but makes sense
in its own terms.>>55 It does not seem possible to reconcile these two
positions unless we suppose that as the letters were chosen from the
þP'ags-pa alphabet they prompted the speech-organ theory because of
their approximate resemblance to the structure or configuration of the
speech organs when pronouncing certain sounds, or that specific letters
were chosen from the þP'ags-pa alphabet on the basis of their supposed
resemblance to the structure or configuration of the speech organs when
pronouncing those sounds. There could have been interaction between
shape of letter and phonological theory from the very beginning which
influenced the choice and eventual shape of the letters of the Korean

alphabet. But the þP'ags-pa alphabet was already there and its use to
render the correct readings of Chinese characters, which was also King
Sejong's primary motivation, would have provided not only the model for
individual letters but the very idea that such a writing system could
actually do this. It is more likely, then, that the theory grew out of the
resemblance that the shapes of certain letters suggested to articulatory
gestures than that there was a preconceived notion from what was
perceived, abstractly in most instances, as the general geometrical form of
certain speech organs and articulatory gestures, of what the letters should
look like. If there had been such a preexisting theory about the shapes of
speech organs and articulatory gestures, there should be evidence for it in
the Chinese phonological literature that King Sejong and the compilers of
the Haerye were familiar with.

Conclusion
King Sejong's moves to introduce the Korean national script into general
use in his country met with some opposition by the yangban ruling class,
for whom the Chinese writing system was a mark of their social position
and guaranteed their monopoly on learning.56 Ch'oe Malli, vice-director
of the Chi-phyenjøn (<Hall of Worthies>) that King Sejong had
established and the leader of the anti-alphabet faction, was particularly
vocal in his opposition to the new writing system and wrote several
memorials expressing his views. However, King Sejong continued in his
efforts to promulgate the script, particularly through the Office for
Vulgate Publication, and such projects as the translations of Buddhist
texts, agricultural manuals for farmers, and military texts which, if
written in Korean script, could be kept secret from outsiders. In time the
women of the palace and of the yangba¿ class began to use the new
Korean script for letters and the like and though many major works
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compiled by government bureaus continued to be written in Chinese
characters, its use by educated women was an important step in
popularizing the script.
Khubilai's efforts to get his people to use the hP'ags-pa script,
however, only met with failure. By the end of the Yüan Dynasty the script
existed only as a curiosity.s? The reason the þP'ags-pa script made no
headway in China is not simply because there was resistance to the new
writing system by the educated class who, of course, preferred to use
their own Chinese characters, because the si¡¡ation there was much the
same as in Korea. There was no active opposition to use of a new script,
as there was in Korea: the reaction amongst the Chinese was more that of
apathy-they simply did not take this new script seriously.
In the first place, Khubilai Khan obviously never meant the þP'ags-pa
script for general use and did not intend for it to replace other writing
systems totally; otherwise he would not have stated in his edict of 1269
that the scipt of whatever people used the þP'ags-pa script was to be
written beside what was written in the new script.s8 This is certainly not
an endorsement of its legibility and practicality. And, if Khubilai had
really wanted the new script to be widely used, he might have set up a
bureau for publication of literary works in the script, as King Sejong did
for his.
Except for the mirror-image letters, though, which may be confused,
the problem with the þP'ags-pa script is not its legibility (unless written in
a compressed form for decorative purposes); the problem is its
complexity. To be suitable for general use it would have to have been
simplified, which Khubilai would surely have been prompted to do if this
had been his intent. And, if we accept the view that the Korean script is
based at least in part on the þP'ags-pa script, this is exactly what King
Sejong did. For the Korean script is simple, easy to write and easy to
read. [t was eventually adopted in spite of opposition whereas the þP'agspa script did not, even in its limited application, in spite of the fact that
there was no overt opposition to it.
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